FINANCIAL SERVICES
OVERVIEW

Discover what others don’t, what others can’t.
Transform the speed and effectiveness of creating opportunity, understanding
customers and finding threats and inefficiencies through the power of enterprise AI.

Financial Services
Banks, Insurers, and Card companies all depend on Ayasdi’s
advanced machine learning technology to supercharge their
customer management, detection systems and operational
processes.
All delivered day 1 with enterprise class readiness, supported
by over 30 patents, a decade of global production and
recognition as the pioneer in combining supervised and
unsupervised AI at scale.
Financial institutions can now discover the true nature of their
operating model, their clients and their exposure to risks:
•

•

•

•

Drive materially significant profit directly to bottom line with
new, regulator approved approaches to optimizing enterprise
liquidity ratios and use of operating balances.
Discover new customer behavior, sentiment and expectation
trends for product development, customer service and pricing
discovery.
Discover “unknown unknown” criminal attacks and
malignancies completely missed by both traditional and even
current machine learning methods.
Optimize Compliance across not one risk, but all of them –
fraud, AML, credit, conduct, market and correlation between
them - driving a whole new generation of risk awareness and
prediction.

Recognition
“Indispensable, trusted,
transformative”
World Economic Forum
Awarded Technology Pioneer,
“Most Unbiased Global AI
Platform”

Chartis RiskTech 100
Winner in Artificial Intelligence
Category 5 years in a row

PlanetCompliance
Top three for RegTech Top 100
Power List 4 years in a row

CB Insights
Named to the CB Insights’
Artificial Intelligence 100

Simply put, using Ayasdi puts basis points on your bottom line, whether in pure profit, increased
transparency against risk or increased operational productivity or regulatory confidence.
With a business case supporting an ROI in months rather than years, you should at least give us
a call to find out more.
Ask for a 30-minute demo. It’ll be a great investment of your time.
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